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PREFATORY NOTE 
This bulletin contains a list of words to be used in the Junior and 
the Senior spelling matches of the University Interscholastic League, 
the purpose being to provide a list of words commonly misspelled for 
special study by pupils and for use in regular spelling lessons, as well 
as for spelling matches at schoolhouse meetings and the county con­
tests of the Interscholastic League. 
These lists were prepared by Dr. L. W. Payne, Jr., Head of the 
Correspondence Division and author of "Learn to Spell." The basis 
of selection was a pamphlet entitled "A Measuring Scale for Ability 
in Spelling," consisting of the 1000 most commonly used words and 
compiled for the Russell Sage Foundation by Leonard P. Ayres; also 
"A List of 3200 Words for the New York State Spelling Bee for 
1916"; "A List of Words (600) for the Third Illinois State Contest 
in Spelling (1916) "; "Concrete Investigation in the Material for 
English Spelling," Bulletin of the University of South Dakota; and 
a number of recent high-school textbooks on spelling. 
For the detailed rules· ot conducting the spelling matches, see the 
Constitution and Rules of the University Interscholastic League. 
THREE HUNDRED SELECTED WORDS FOR THE 
JUNIOR SPELLING MATCH 
aboard :llligator angel athlete 
absence almost angle athletics 
account already annually auctioneer 
across altar (place of antecedent automobile 
address worship) anvil avoirdupois 
admirable always apology babbling 
adviser ambitious apparently balance 
a~eeable amiable arithmetic bananas 
airy · among asked baptism 
aisle (in a amount asthma batting 









































































heard (a verb ) 
herd (of cattle) 
hearth 
heartily 
heir (to a 
fortune) 
holiday 
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mantle (a robe ) 
martyr 









































































































there (adverb ) 
too (adverb) 
tragedy 
tranquillity 
transferred 
tremendous 
tuberculosis 
typify 
tyranny 
unanimous 
unwieldy 
venomous 
ventilation 
vicinity 
warrior 
weird 
wintry 
writers 
zoology 
